Course Review: Sah-Hah-Lee Golf Course
We try to be cautious in our course reviews and not
toss the term “hidden gem” around loosely. But SahHah-Lee Golf Course in Clackamas, an 18-hole,
par 3 course set along the scenic Clackamas River,
earns the hidden gem phrase. We played there on a
beautiful spring 2014 day and were impressed from
the moment we pulled up until we pulled out of the
parking lot in search of a Taco Bell.
Sah-Hah-Lee is an Indian word roughly translated
“heavenly” or “high above.” The one thing “high
above” at Sah-Hah-Lee is the pro shop. It’s a renovated farmhouse that overlooks the course, which
sits on a flat, riverside flood plain maybe 100 feet
below. The first thing you learn at Sah-Hah-Lee: use
the elevator! There is a lift behind the pro shop that
runs down to the course floor that houses an excellent driving range area and the entire golf course
except for the first tee. We split a bucket of balls and
then hoofed up the hill to the No. 1 tee. That was
a climb, and we didn’t make that mistake again at
round’s end.
There are several things that make Sah-Hah-Lee
such an excellent little course. First is the level of
maintenance. The course is meticulously maintained and well groomed. The greens are a hair on
the small side, but they roll smoothly and consistently. Break is moderate and easy to read. The setting is gorgeous. As mentioned, several holes border the Clackamas River (photo below), though it’s
never actually in play, but sits just over a natural levee. Mature pine and fir trees dot the course, there’s
some birch, an occasional oak and some flowering
dogwoods and cottonwoods. There are ornamental
flowers scattered throughout the grounds; some purple rhodies were just in bloom the day we played.

Another plus for Sah-Hah-Lee is the variety of
holes. This isn’t a simple pitch-and- putt course that
you can play with a wedge and putter. Hole lengths
range from 97 to 187 yards (2477 total), so you use
the vast majority of the irons in your bag. Roughly
half the holes feature greenside bunkers, and two
dance floors are guarded by ponds. There are trees
on virtually every hole, but again, it’s a par 3 course,
so in theory they’re not in play. In theory. ☺
The course apparently drains quite well, surprisingly so for sitting riverside. The calendar had barely
swung to being officially spring the day we played,
yet the course wasn’t mushy and held up well.
We noticed lots of women and children at play at
Sah-Hah-Lee, which is always good to see. Back
up top, adjacent to the pro shop, is a nice little puttputt course that had a pair of dads with two kids
each engaged in a family competition. In fact, we
only have one criticism of Sah-Hah-Lee: a lack of
water to drink. There are a handful of drinking fountains out on the course, but they weren’t turned on.
It was about 62 the day we played, warm enough to
work up a sweat and be thirsty. A warning about that
when we checked in would have been nice. Better
yet, the way everything is set up down below and
with the No. 10 tee being virtually adjacent to the
covered range, it would be easy enough to have a
Pepsi machine available right there. People need
to stay hydrated, even in the spring. That’s our one
beef, and a minor one; otherwise we had a great
time at Sah-Hah-Lee and highly recommend it.

